HOUSEHOLD RUBBISH BINS

CHACMA BIN: R1200.00
Recycled plastic bin & galvanised
lock Free Standing & absolutely
baboon proof if the carabiner is in
place.
Contact: Cornelia Stoop
+27795150553

BIN LOCK ONLY: R200 - R230
Metal locks made for different
types of wheelie bins. Price
depends on size. Contact: Marco
Marcovecchio & he will fit it to
your bin. +2824593907

ROUND BIN LOCK ONLY R200. R230. Metal locks made for
different types of round bins. Price
depends on size. Contact: Marco
Marcovecchio & he will fit it to your
bin. +2824593907

LOCALLY MADE WOODEN BIN:
R1750.00
Permanent fixture.
Good for holiday house.
Contact: Mary Jain Fireheart
WhatsApp +27760812028
Cell 0842743163

ROOI ELS MODEL PRIMWOOD BIN:
Variable Recycled plastic bin.
Latch does rust so purchase an
extra one plus a carabiner.
Permanent fixture.
Good for holiday house.
Contact: Primwood in Hermanus
0282849000 or 0823207991

METAL CAGES:
Custom made price variable.
Permanent fixture.
Good for holiday houses.
Best practice is to have small mesh
or put planks on the bottom to
stop their fingers fitting through the
holes.

MAINTENANCE REQUIRED.
The lid must be attached and have a
locking device such as a carabiner.

A Wheelie Bin without a strong locking
device must be kept upright by being
attached to a pole etc. The baboon’s
weight on the lid would keep it closed.
Once on its side, they can get their
hands inside.

REDUCE • REUSE • RECYCLE
By REDUCING the amount of rubbish
that goes into our bins, or taken to
the waste drop off sites, we can help
our community in a variety of ways.
Radically reducing throwing out any
household food scraps will remove
animal attractants from rubbish
depositories and help wildlife as well
as mitigate animal/human conflict.
RECYCLING gives back to the
community at large. See below for
the expansive list of what is needed.

The Butterfly Effect is a Betty’s Bay initiative and
registered NPO.
They are a small, dedicated group of folk engaged in
community and animal well-being. They are very
enterprising and can repurpose a whole host of things
from your household that you might otherwise throw in
the rubbish. Their needs continuously change.
Please contact Natalie at 082 883 0580
for the latest updates.
Reuse, Recycle, Reduce and feel
good about yourself!

WELFARE RECYCLING THE BUTTERFLY EFFECT










Bread bags - we package dog and cat food for distribution as well as selling subsidised pet food to
communities.
Bread bag tags - we give this to a lady in Elsies River who collects them for the church “Bread Bag Tags for
Wheelchairs” project.
Glass jars with lids - we distribute these to folks who bottle, pickle & preserve - in turn, they often give us
products for hampers, etc. to use for our fundraising.
Plastic bottle tops - these are forwarded to the NG Church and Kleinmond Primary for their initiatives.
Veggie and meat scraps - veggies separate from meat, no onions please (bad for dogs) - we make dog stew
and cat pate from the waste food which helps to feed animals in need. The waste can include unused
veggies or peels, meat about to expire, been in freezer too long or simply bones and scraps from the braai or
cooking and can include left over food such as stews, pasta, etc.
Other kitchen items like sealed jars, packets, canned foods, sauces, etc. - we support a few feeding schemes
and can therefore distribute those to assist human feeding schemes - if expired, depending on what it is, it can
still be used for dogs - very little is actually thrown away.
There is quite a demand for second hand Afrikaans bibles, reading glasses and dictionaries.
We also take dog and cat medicine, leashes, collars, bowls, blankets, harnesses, food, carriers, beds,
scratching posts, etc. Most are distributed to good pet owners and the meds we take to our vet or animal
sanctuaries for welfare treatments.

WELFARE GOODS THE BUTTERFLY EFFECT










We support bedridden elderly with adult nappies and linen protectors.
Medical equipment such as crutches, commodes, wheelchairs, nebulisers, walkers, etc. are distributed in
Kleinmond, Grabouw, Bossiesveld & Villiersdorp.
Unwanted household goods such as linen, curtains, materials, knitting stuff, bric-a-brac, pots and pans,
clothing, books, tools, garden stuff, etc.
Appliances - working or not - we can often repair to sell and if not, will pass on to recycling.
Electronics - working or not - we sell that which works but that which doesn’t is passed to entrepreneurs who
use the parts or try and repair them to sell to earn a living.
Furniture - we will collect.
Hardware/Building Materials - this includes roof sheets, windows and frames, stripped built-in cupboards,
security gates, doors, half tins of paint, tiles, sinks, etc. - we help folk repair or upgrade their homes.
Wood and Sheeting - we use wood and off cuts of roof sheeting to build kennels for distribution.
Outside gates, poles, fencing - to help unchain dogs in townships and improve their living conditions.

RECYCLING


Glass, Metal and Tin, Hard Plastics and Cardboard - all rinsed or cleaned please.

Please check on local WhatsApp or Facebook groups with regards to up-to-date information on the drop-off sites.

